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ABSTRACT
Data scientists commonly use computational notebooks because they provide a good environment for testing multiple models. However, once the scientist finds the ideal model, he or she will have to dedicate time to clean the code in order for others to understand it. In this paper, we perform a qualitative study on how scientists clean their code. Our end goal is to provide additional aid to data scientists, who can then focus more on their actual work rather than the routine and tedious cleaning duties.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data scientists often use computational notebooks, such as Jupyter or R notebooks, to conduct the exploratory programming aspect in a project [6]. From previous research [3], it was discovered that data scientists who use notebooks tend to incrementally add new cells of code to explore alternative methods. If the overall end goal is to share their model with other collaborators, these scientists must perform cleaning steps in order to make it easier for others to understand their code. Although a seemingly simple task, this cleaning step can be tedious and laborious. Additionally, current notebook environments provide little explicit support for cleaning, and the few academic projects in this area focus on specific tasks, such as slicing the code used to reproduce a specific figure or result [1]. More generally, we do not have a solid understanding of the different types of cleaning steps that data scientists commonly engage in, without which we cannot effectively design a more tailored tool.

This issue leads us to ask the following research question: what types of cleaning activities are the most common in computational notebooks? To answer this question, we perform a qualitative analysis of public notebooks, their version history, and related source code files to identify which cleaning activities data scientists engage in to help us understand what type of tools could support typical cleaning tasks. Our long-term vision is for tool builders to address possible gaps and provide additional aid to data scientists, who then can focus more on their actual work rather than the routine cleaning work. Having clean code is important because it not only saves time for the reader, but also for the writer, since the writer ideally will not have to take the time to explain the code to the reader.

2 RESEARCH APPROACH
Given that we have little initial knowledge about different forms of cleaning, we adopt a mostly qualitative research strategy in which we carefully analyze the public history of a sample of Jupyter notebooks. For each notebook, we noted all the changes made between two artifacts (i.e. the notebook before and after a specific commit), and used inductive coding to identify common groups and come up with a coding frame. Then we use our coding frame to sample notebooks and identify trends.

To come up with the coding frame, we fetched 2600 Jupyter notebooks on GitHub and randomly selected about 25 of them to analyze their commit history. We identified cleaning activities by manually analyzing changes between commits using reviewNB [4]. While looking for patterns in cleaning activities, we found that notebooks are used for different purposes, and the cleaning activities vary correspondingly. Using literature [1] from previous studies and observing characteristics of the 25 notebooks, we were able to distinguish 3 main groups that most notebooks on GitHub fall under. Due to this separation of groups, we determined that a uniformly random sample was not suitable for our purposes. Thus, we decided to stratify our sample in order to cover a larger range of different notebooks.

3 CORPUS SELECTION & SAMPLING
We describe the three different types of notebooks and how we sample each of them below.

Sharing Notebooks are notebooks that are created with an intended purpose to be shared with others. Such notebooks are characterized by extensive README files that communicate the purpose of the project to an audience. These notebooks tend to have less inline code comments and more markdown (titles in Jupyter Notebooks) describing the notebook on a high level.

Production notebooks are those that are used to prepare models that are intended to be integrated in some software system to be used as a library by other developers or as product by end users. For these notebooks, there exists some sort of production code, and in our case, we looked for python files (which were originally .ipynb files converted to .py files). These notebooks also tend to have an
Based on our observations, the most common activity involved adding or deleting comments, or making changes by commenting out code. This is because in notebooks, developers may write many functions for testing purposes and when they do not work, they can just comment them out and run other cells. Upon finding the best one, they can just delete the other commented out, less optimal functions. Another common act of cleaning we saw was the act of reordering cells. Since notebooks can be executed in any order desired, it is possible the developer wrote the code sequentially, but did not run them in that order. After finalizing the code, the developer will reorder the cells in order for the reader to understand the intended order of the cells. While all notebooks embodied similar qualities, different types of notebooks also had specific traits.

**Personal Notebooks.** We noted minimal cleaning in these types of notebooks; the extent of cleaning was merely making changes to comments or markdown. Since these notebooks were mostly meant for exploration, we noticed a lot of code being commented out throughout each commit. We also saw a lot of inline changes to the code (for example, adjusting parameters of models). There were instances where the notebook on the final version was not completely clean (i.e. commented out code remained was an obvious sign). This could be because the author did not intend to clean the notebook as it may not have been meant to be seen by others.

**Sharing Notebooks.** The cleaning traits in sharing notebooks mostly had to do with markdown changes (i.e. adding headers or descriptive paragraphs for a group of cells). The markdown changes in these notebooks seemed to be directed towards an audience, and often would provide a high level explanation of the code. One difference we noticed between sharing notebooks and personal notebooks was that in sharing notebooks, the cleaning steps occurred much earlier in the commit history as compared to the personal notebooks. This is likely because authors of sharing notebooks originally intended to share the notebook with others, so keeping their code clean was on their priority list.

**Production Notebooks.** For production notebooks, the most cleaning occurred in the transition between notebook to python file. When we compared the notebook to the python files, we noticed that there was often one notebook that was split into multiple python files. Additionally, the subset of the code was often put into a class and any commented out code in the notebook was removed. The notebook was likely used for testing and perfecting code and after, it was split into several python files. When we compared the notebooks and the python files, the notebooks were always messier and less readable. The notebook also included commented out code that was never cleaned up within the notebook but was later removed when converted to python files. We also saw instances where the notebook was directly converted to a python file, which occurred quite often, but we did not look into these cases because it was likely that the developer just used a tool such as nbconvert to convert the notebook to a python file.

5 CONCLUSION

From this qualitative study, we saw that cleaning practices vary depending on the purpose of the notebook. An ideal tool would allow the user to identify the purpose of the notebook, and clean the notebook accordingly. For instance, the cleaning for personal notebooks can focus more at the code level whereas the cleaning for sharing notebooks can focus more on markdown to allow a reader to understand the code. For production notebooks, there could be a functionality where it takes in a notebook file and splits into separate python files with respective classes.
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